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ABSTRACT

BORDERLINE PERSONALITY AND RISK-TAKING: EXAMINING THE ROLE OF IMPULSIVITY ACROSS DOMAINS

FEBRUARY 2018

COLTEN J. KARNEDY, B.A., SKIDMORE COLLEGE
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Katherine L. Dixon-Gordon

Individuals with borderline personality disorder (BPD) and high levels of BPD traits have demonstrated greater rates of engagement in risky, self-destructive behaviors compared to healthy controls. Specifically, impulsivity has been theorized to underlie many of these risky behaviors. Although existing self-report literature suggests that individuals with BPD are more impulsive than controls, evidence from behavioral measures remains inconclusive. Likewise, there is scant research examining specific domains of impulsivity associated with risky behaviors in BPD, which is problematic given that impulsivity is a diagnostic criterion for BPD. Thus, the proposed research aims to bridge this gap in the literature by examining associations between BPD traits and domains of impulsivity (e.g., urgency, lack of premeditation, lack of perseverance, and sensation seeking), using behavioral measures. Findings suggest that urgency prospectively predicts risky behaviors one-month post assessment. However, contrary to our hypotheses, BPD traits were not significantly associated with any specific impulsivity domain. Additionally, results did not support the notion that impulsivity domains account for the association between BPD traits and future engagement in risky behaviors. Future directions for examining how emotion dysregulation and interpersonal difficulties in BPD relate to impulsivity and risky behaviors are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) is a chronic psychiatric disorder characterized by emotional lability, interpersonal difficulties, identity disturbance, and recurrent, frequently self-destructive, impulsive behaviors (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Although prevalence estimates of BPD range from 0.7 to 5.9% in the general population (Torgersen, Kringlen, & Cramer, 2001; Sansone & Sansone, 2011a; Zanarini et al., 2011), BPD poses disproportionately high costs to society in terms of treatment utilization (Ansell, Sanislow, McGlashan, & Grilo, 2007; Zanarini, Frankenburg, Hennen, Reich, & Silk, 2004), with prevalence rates in treatment-seeking samples of 9.3% to 14.4% (Zimmerman & Mattia, 1999a; Zimmerman, Rothschild, & Chelminski, 2005). In addition, BPD is associated with severe functional impairment (Oldham et al., 2001), high rates of suicide and self-injury (Chapman, Specht, & Cellucci, 2005; Oldham, 2007), and risky behaviors (Lawrence, Allen, & Chanen, 2010; Lieb, Zanarini, Schmahl, Linehan, & Bohus, 2004). Thus, understanding specific factors that underlie the distress seen in individuals with BPD has significant clinical implications and warrants empirical attention.

1.1 Risky Behaviors in Individuals with Borderline Personality Disorder

Of particular concern, BPD is associated with a wide range of risky behaviors (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Risky behaviors have been defined as any behavior that puts an individual at risk for negative physical, psychological, financial, or social outcomes (Weiss et al., 2015), such as substance use, binge eating, risky sexual behavior (e.g., unprotected sex or sex with multiple partners or substance users), non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI), or reckless driving (Deckman & DeWall, 2011; Hamza, Stewart, & Willoughby, 2012; Sansone, Levitt, & Sansone, 2005; Tull, Gratz, & Weiss, 2011). Past research has documented a high prevalence of these
behaviors among those with BPD, including substance abuse (10.6–14.6%; Sansone & Sansone, 2011b), disordered eating (16.9–53.8%; McGlashan et al. 2000; Zanarini et al., 2010; Zimmerman & Mattia, 1999b), unprotected sex (21%; Lavan & Johnson, 2002), and NSSI (50–80%; Chapman, Specht, & Cellucci, 2005, Cowdry, Pickar, & Davies, 1985; Oumaya et al., 2008). Additionally, BPD is overrepresented among individuals who engage in gambling (16–69.5%; Blaszczynski & Steel, 1998; Echeburua & Fernandez-Montalvo, 2008), “road rage” (24.8%; Sansone, Lam, & Wiederman, 2010), and casual sexual relationships that increase risk for sexually transmitted infections (46%; Hull, Clarkins, & Yoeman, 1993) – compared to rates of BPD in general epidemiological samples (~6%; Grant et al., 2008). Finally, individuals with BPD have been found to have significantly higher rates of substance-related legal charges in areas such as driving under the influence of substances (16.7–18.4%), disorderly conduct (13–14.3%), and public intoxication (16.3–16.7%; Sansone, Watts, & Wiederman, 2014), compared to individuals below the clinical cutoff for BPD symptoms.

In general, risky behaviors are associated with adverse health and social outcomes. For instance, results of a survey of adolescents and emerging adults revealed that greater alcohol use was associated with more serious injuries in need of medical attention (Albers et al., 2015). Similarly, data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (1997 cohort) indicated that smoking, unsafe sex, and lack of exercise were associated with a range of negative outcomes (e.g., arrest, dropping out of school, not voting, and poor physical health) in the transition to adulthood (Hair, Park, Ling, & Moore, 2009). Furthermore, risky behaviors such as NSSI present a severe and immediate risk to an individual’s life. Although NSSI, the deliberate injury of one’s own tissue without intent to die (Klonsky, 2011), occurs in the absence of suicidal intent by definition, it has been implicated as one of the most robust risk factors for subsequent suicidal
behavior (Hamza, Stewart, Willoughby, 2012; Klonsky & May, 2015; Klonsky, May, & Glenn, 2013). Lastly, evidence suggests a cascade effect for risky behaviors; engaging in certain behaviors may lead to other types of risky behaviors. For example, heavy alcohol and substance use predicted greater risky sexual behaviors (Connor et al., 2013; Tull, Gratz, Weiss, 2011).

Given the severe adverse consequences associated with risky behaviors, coupled with the high prevalence of these behaviors in BPD, investigating the specific mechanisms underlying risky behaviors is of particular clinical and public health interest.

1.2 Impulsivity and Risky Behaviors

Impulsivity, a core characteristic of BPD (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; Trull, Tomko, Brown, & Scheiderer, 2010), has been viewed as underlying risky behaviors in both clinical and community populations. Although many definitions have been offered for impulsivity (Evenden, 1999a,b), these definitions are often multidimensional (e.g., Jacob et al., 2010; Patton, Stanford, & Barratt, 1995; Whiteside & Lynam, 2001). Generally speaking, impulsivity has been viewed as comprising multiple facets, such as difficulties stopping a behavior with adverse consequences, difficulties persisting in an activity, a brief attention span, the tendency to prefer immediate gratification over delayed gratification, and frequent engagement in thrilling or risky behaviors without consideration of the outcomes (Perry & Carroll, 2008). One useful conceptualization of impulsivity identifies several related, but independent, factors (Whiteside & Lynam, 2001): urgency, (lack of) premeditation, (lack of) perseverance, and sensation seeking. In particular, urgency refers to the tendency to engage in rash actions when distressed. Lack of premeditation refers to difficulty thinking ahead and reflecting on the consequences associated with behaviors. A lack of perseverance refers to difficulties persisting in boring or difficult tasks, and sensation seeking refers to the tendency to
seek out novel, risky, or thrilling behaviors. This model is useful in identifying specific domains of impulsivity and has demonstrated valid associations with other measures of impulsivity (Jacob et al., 2010), as well as risky behaviors (Birthrong & Latzman, 2014; Coskunpinar, Dir, & Cyders, 2013).

In general, research supports a link between impulsivity and risky behaviors. For example, meta-analyses revealed higher self-reported impulsivity among individuals who engaged in NSSI (vs. healthy controls; Hamza, Willoughby, & Heffer, 2015), and risky sexual behavior in adolescent women (Dir, Coskunpinar, & Cyders, 2014). As well, evidence suggests that higher levels of self-reported impulsivity are associated with substance-use-related risky sexual behaviors in young adults (Charnigo et al., 2013) and general risky sexual behaviors (e.g., inconsistent use of protection and history of sex with a stranger) in college-aged men (Derefinko et al., 2014). Studies have also demonstrated associations between high levels of self-reported impulsivity and risky driving behaviors in young adult samples (Le Bas, Hughes, & Stout, 2015; Pearson, Murphy, & Doane, 2013). In particular, those with a history of risky driving (e.g., driving under the influence of alcohol) reported higher levels of impulsivity than drivers drawn from the general public (Curran, Fuertes, Alfonso, & Hennessy, 2010). Thus, self-reported trait impulsivity has been independently linked with a range of risky behaviors. Yet, given its’ multidimensional nature, it is important to identify which specific facets of impulsivity are uniquely linked to risky behaviors.

Specific domains of impulsivity have demonstrated unique associations with risky behaviors. A large body of research has focused on the associations between substance misuse and domains of impulsivity. Specifically, frequency of alcohol use (i.e., most drinks on one occasion in the past month, Henges & Marczinski, 2012; heavy alcohol consumption, Magid &
Colder, 2007) was related to a behavioral measure of disinhibition, a construct conceptually similar to lack of perseverance (Henges & Marczinski, 2012; Cyders & Coskunpinar, 2011). In addition, significant links have been found between alcohol use and sensation seeking, and lack of premeditation (Magid & Colder, 2007). When examining multiple domains of impulsivity as predictors of alcohol use, only risk-taking behavior (a construct consistent with sensation seeking) predicted unique variance, whereas perseverance and delay discounting (consistent with lack of premeditation) did not add incrementally to the model (Fernie, Cole, Goudie, & Field, 2010). Likewise, a review of the literature yielded similar findings for other forms of substance abuse, suggesting that lack of perseverance and lack of premeditation play a role in both the onset and maintenance of substance abuse (Perry & Carroll, 2008). Frequency of substance use, however does not necessarily map directly onto functional impairment or psychopathology. Rather, use in the face of functional impairment is of particular clinical interest. When focusing on the problems stemming from alcohol use, only urgency and lack of perseverance showed significant associations (Magid & Colder, 2007).

Several studies also point to urgency as a domain of impulsivity implicated in risky behaviors. In one study, urgency emerged as one of only two domains of impulsivity linked to alcohol problems (Magid & Colder, 2007). Aside from substance use, urgency and sensation seeking were the best predictors of future risky sexual behaviors (e.g., sex with a stranger, sex with multiple partners or substance users, sex in exchange for money or substances, etc.; Deckman & DeWall, 2011). Urgency, lack of premeditation, and sensation seeking were also significantly associated with NSSI, with urgency demonstrating the largest effect size (Glenn & Klonksy, 2010). Meta-analytic findings further support a strong association between urgency and NSSI (Hamza et al., 2015). Given that risky behaviors, such as NSSI (Andover & Morris, 2014;
Zelkowitz, Cole, Han, & Tomarken, 2016), or many risky behaviors associated with psychopathology (i.e., PTSD; Weiss, Tull, Viana, Anestis, & Gratz, 2012) typically serve to alleviate emotional distress, consistent with the theorized emotion regulatory role of risky behaviors in BPD (Aldao & Dixon-Gordon, 2014; Linehan, 1993), urgency is likely to play a particularly important role in risky behaviors in this population.

1.3 Impulsivity in Individuals with BPD

Converging theoretical and empirical research suggest that impulsivity is a core characteristic of BPD (American Psychiatric Association, 2013, p. 663). Self-report findings consistently show elevated trait impulsivity among individuals with BPD versus healthy controls (Cackowski et al., 2014; Coffey, Schumacher, Baschnagel, Hawk, & Holloman, 2011; Jacob et al., 2010; Lawrence et al., 2010; Mortensen, Rasmussen, & Haberg, 2010). Similarly, in nonclinical samples, BPD symptoms were significantly associated with self-reported impulsivity (Peters, Upton, & Baer, 2013; Tragesser & Robinson, 2009). Notably, this BPD-impulsivity association is not accounted for by co-occurring disorders such substance use (Coffey et al., 2011) or attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; Krause-Utz et al., 2013). As such, impulsivity is a prominent and perhaps unique feature of BPD.

Despite well-documented associations between BPD and self-reported impulsivity, findings on behavioral measures of specific impulsivity domains are mixed. For example, one study found that women diagnosed with BPD self-reported significantly higher impulsivity on two different self-report measures, but no significant group differences were found on three separate behavioral measures (Jacob et al., 2010). In addition, a meta-analysis of 28 studies indicated that self-report and behavioral measures of impulsivity are only tapping into a small amount of variance for the same construct, suggesting that the two approaches are not measuring
impulsivity in the same manner (Cyders & Coskunpinar, 2011). Rather, self-report and behavioral measures may assess separate and unique aspects of impulsivity (Cyders & Coskunpinar, 2012). As such, an examination of behaviorally-indexed impulsivity in BPD is critical in order to gain a more nuanced understanding of the impact it has on those with this disorder.

Across domains of impulsivity, BPD samples evidence impairments on these behavioral measures, although this literature remains inconclusive. Given that urgency has been characterized as engaging in rash actions in response to emotional distress (Whiteside & Lynam, 2001), behavioral tasks have assessed this construct by measuring non-adaptive behaviors (i.e., quitting an instructed task that provides compensation) to avoid or escape distress (e.g., a stressful computer task; Lejuez, Kahler, & Brown, 2003; Lejuez, Daughters, Danielson, & Ruggiero, 2006). In particular, individuals with BPD have been shown to have elevated urgency on such behavioral measures, relative to their non-BPD counterparts (e.g., Bornovalova et al., 2008; Gratz, Rosenthal, Tull, Lejuez, & Gunderson, 2006). Other studies, however, have not revealed that BPD symptoms were associated with urgency on such behavioral measures (e.g., Iverson, Follette, Pistorello, & Fruzzetti, 2012).

Lack of premeditation (difficulty in-future related and assessment of consequences associated), which is also thought to play a role in BPD, represents another domain of impulsivity that has been behaviorally assessed using delay discounting tasks. These tasks ask participants to make choices about receiving rewards of varying sizes immediately or after various delays (Barker et al., 2014). Several studies using this approach have found a significantly greater lack of premeditation among individuals diagnosed with BPD, compared to healthy controls (Barker et al., 2014; Coffey et al., 2011; Lawrence et al., 2011). Of note,
however, some research suggests that individuals with BPD only evidence these difficulties in the context of co-occurring substance use disorders (Coffey et al., 2011).

Another domain of impulsivity relevant to BPD is lack of perseverance, or the ability to continue engaging in goal-directed actions despite difficulty or boredom (Whiteside, Lynam, Miller, & Reynolds, 2005). Past research utilizing behavioral measures (i.e., Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task & the Computerize Mirror-tracing Persistence Task) to assess a similar construct of distress tolerance found that individuals diagnosed with BPD were less willing than clinical controls to tolerate distress while completing these tasks (Bornovalova et al., 2008). However, while self-report data also supports a lack of perseverance in BPD samples (Whiteside et al., 2005), further research utilizing behavioral measures is lacking.

Lastly, sensation seeking, or the pursuit of novel or thrilling activities (Whiteside & Lynam, 2001) also likely holds relevance to the relationship between impulsivity and BPD. Behavioral tasks tapping this domain have often involved some pursuit of reward in the face of risk (e.g., the Iowa Gambling Task; Bechara, Damasio, Damasio, & Anderson, 1994; Game of Dice Task; Svaldi et al., 2012), however findings from these studies are also contradictory. Specifically, some have revealed elevated sensation seeking among individuals with BPD (Haaland & Landrø, 2007; Schuermann, Kathmann, Stiglmayr, Renneberg, & Endrass, 2011; Svaldi et al., 2012), while others have found no group differences between those with BPD and those without (Cackowski et al., 2014). Reasons for these discrepant findings are remain unclear.

1.4 Gaps in Extant Research

Although the aforementioned studies highlight the role of impulsivity in risky behaviors in BPD, several limitations of this research warrant mention. First, there are fewer studies using behavioral indices of impulsivity, compared to self-report measures, and existing data remains
largely inconclusive (Cyders & Coskunpinar, 2011). Second, there is a lack of work utilizing concurrent measurement of multiple domains of impulsivity in BPD populations, limiting our ability to interpret current findings on behavioral impulsivity. Finally, there is no literature examining how specific domains of impulsivity prospectively predict risky behaviors in individuals diagnosed with BPD. Further work utilizing comprehensive behavioral assessment of impulsivity is needed to investigate whether impulsivity can prospectively predict real world risky behaviors. Such work has the potential to pinpoint precise areas for intervention to decrease risky behaviors and their deleterious consequences in BPD.

1.5 The Present Study

Despite the theoretical links between specific domains of impulsivity in BPD and risky behaviors, there is little empirical research examining the unique roles of these domains of impulsivity (relative to other domains) in accounting for the association of BPD features and risky behaviors. Thus, the current study seeks to address this gap in the literature by utilizing several behavioral measures of a range of impulsivity domains (i.e., urgency, lack of premeditation, lack of perseverance, and sensation seeking) to examine their relative and unique ability to account for the association between baseline BPD features and risky behaviors at a one-month follow-up. First, we hypothesize BPD features will be positively associated with these four domains of behaviorally-assessed impulsivity. Second, we hypothesize that impulsivity will predict risky behaviors at one month, particularly urgency. Third, we hypothesize that BPD features will be prospectively associated with risky behaviors at one-month follow-up. Fourth, we hypothesize that impulsivity, particularly urgency, will mediate the relationship between baseline levels of BPD features and risky behaviors at one-month follow-up.
CHAPTER 2

METHOD

2.1 Participants

Participants were recruited from the University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass) undergraduate psychology subject pool and from the community of Amherst, Massachusetts. Recruitment was accomplished through emails to those who completed a psychology prescreen at UMass and fliers posted around campus and in town.

As part of a larger study, 33 participants were recruited from the UMass undergraduate student body ($n = 25$) and from the community ($n = 7$). Participants ranged from 18 to 38 years of age ($M = 21.65$, $SD = 3.58$). The majority of participants identified their sex as female (81.8%), while 15.2% reported their sex male; no participants identified as intersex. Participants identified as White (48.5%), Asian/Southeast Asian (27.3%), Multiracial (12.1%), Black (6.1%), and other (i.e. Middle Eastern; 3.0%). Participants also reported their sexual orientation: straight (84.8%), lesbian or gay (6.1%), bisexual (3.0%), and asexual (3.0%). The majority of participants in the current sample reported having completed some college (66.7%), further education, such as a college degree (9.1%), some graduate school (12.1%), or a graduate or professional degree (6.1%). The remaining participants reported having completed their high school education (3.0%). A minority of participants reported currently taking psychiatric medication (12.1%). Additionally, a minority of participants reported currently undergoing psychological treatment for a psychiatric disorder (18.2%). Due to procedural issues, demographic data are missing for one participant. See Table 1 for further demographic characteristics.
Of note, there were no significant differences between the students and community members in this sample. In particular, the subsamples were comparable in terms of age ($t(30) = 1.81, p = .080, d = 0.56$), sex ($\chi^2(1) = 1.40, p = .286, \phi = -0.19$), racial/ethnic background ($\chi^2(4) = 3.11, p = .540, \phi = 0.31$), and education ($\chi^2(4) = 4.56, p = .335, \phi = 0.39$).

2.2 Procedure

Undergraduate participants were recruited using the SONA system’s psychology prescreen questionnaires, which included an assessment of BPD features. Participants who completed this prescreen were invited to participate in the remainder of the study, based on scores on this measure. In particular, we prioritized scheduling of participants with high levels of BPD features to ensure adequate representation of those with high BPD features. Community members were recruited via posted flyers and postings on online message boards. Those interested in participating completed a phone screen, where they received additional information about the study and were asked to answer several questions assessing their eligibility based on inclusion criteria and reported BPD features. All participants provided verbal consent at the beginning of phone screens. Informed consent was also obtained at the beginning of the first in-person appointment for the study. To be eligible to participate in the current study, participants were required to be (a) 18 to 55 years of age (to account for age-related decrements in learning; Rönnlund et al., 2005), (b) able to read and complete online questionnaires, and (c) fluent English speakers.

Participants completed the study in two phases. First, during an in-person baseline interview session, participants ($n = 46$) completed diagnostic interviews to assess inclusion and exclusion criteria. Additionally, participants ($n = 44$) completed four behavioral impulsivity tasks and a series of preliminary questionnaires. Second, participants were asked to complete a one-
month follow-up electronically \((n = 33)\). The final sample consisted only of eligible participants who completed the interview, laboratory session, and follow-up. Participants were provided with a link to an online survey via email and were asked to complete several measures related to risky behaviors, impulsivity, and emotion regulation. To appropriately assess and manage participant risk of distress or urges for self-injury, we administered the University of Washington Risk Assessment Protocol (UWRAP, Linehan, unpublished) at the beginning and end of each in-person session, which has been used in a number of studies to date (Linehan, Comtois, & Ward-Ciesielski, 2012; Reynolds, Lindenboim, Comtois, Murray, & Linehan, 2006). This tool assessed participants’ emotional state and urges for self-injury (with a scale ranging from 1 \textit{no distress} to 7 \textit{high distress}). Participants who reported urges for self-injury greater than or equal to 4, or an increase in distress of >2 points, were guided through a mood improvement protocol involving skills from an empirically-supported treatment (Linehan, 1993). This protocol has been demonstrated to effectively reduce distress (Reynolds et al., 2006).

\textbf{2.3 Measures}

See Table 2 for a full description of measures used in the present study.

\textbf{2.3.1 Prescreening and Diagnostic Interviews}

Participants were screened for their level of BPD features using the Personality Assessment Inventory – Borderline Scale (PAI-BOR; Morey, 1991), a 29-item measure asking participants to rate the accuracy of various statements on a 4-point Likert Scale ranging from \textit{none} (0) to \textit{very true} (4). Research has demonstrated that the PAI-BOR (Morey, 1991) exhibits strong reliability \((\alpha = .93)\) and strong convergent validity with other measure of BPD (Gardner & Qualter, 2009). The PAI-BOR was administered either as part of the SONA system prescreen assessment, or prior to the initial session. Previous findings suggest that high scores (i.e., \(\geq 38\),
Jacobo, Blais, Baity, & Harley, 2007) are consistent with a probable BPD diagnosis. Additionally, individuals high in BPD features were contacted by email and prioritized in scheduling to ensure an adequate distribution for this variable. The PAI-BOR demonstrated strong internal consistency (α = .93) in the present sample.

Additionally, participants completed semi-structured diagnostic interviews conducted by trained graduate-level assessors. Researchers administered the M.I.N.I. International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI 7.02; Sheehan et al., 2016) to collect a range of diagnostic data. The MINI has demonstrated good inter-rater reliability and moderate to good validity across the different psychiatric diagnoses. Data for several early participants (n = 8) was collected using an earlier version of the MINI (MINI 6.0; Sheehan et al., 1998) and were re-coded by two separate graduate-level diagnostic interviewers to match 7.02 codes who followed a standardized set of guidelines developed for use in the current study. Additionally, researchers administered the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Personality Disorders – BPD portion (SCID-II; First, Spitzer, Gibbon, Williams, & Benjamin, 1996), a measure assessing the diagnostic criteria for BPD. The SCID-II has demonstrated strong inter-rater reliability (Lobbestael, Leurgans, & Arntz, 2011) and acceptable diagnostic accuracy (the ratio of all true results to the total number of results measured; .85; Skodol, Rosnick, Kellman, Oldham, & Hyler, 1988).

Assessors achieved reliability on a set of three training videos to ensure agreement. They subsequently met monthly and reviewed codes to reduce rater drift.

2.3.2 Demographics

Participant demographic information was collected using a study-specific set of items to assess age, sex, gender, race/ethnicity, and education level. Demographic items addressing
whether and how often individuals identifying as gay, lesbian, bisexual, pansexual, or asexual have discussed their sexual orientation with various peers was adopted from previous work (Mohr & Fessinger, 2000).

2.3.3 Psychopathology

Participants completed the Depression, Anxiety, and Stress scales (DASS-21; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995) at baseline to gather additional diagnostic data to characterize the sample. The DASS-21 has high levels of internal consistency for its depression scale ($\alpha = .88$), anxiety scale ($\alpha = .82$), stress scale ($\alpha = .90$), and its total scale ($\alpha = .93$), as well as acceptable convergent and divergent validity (Henry & Crawford, 2005). At baseline, the current sample demonstrated strong internal consistency on the stress ($\alpha = .87$), and total scales ($\alpha = .89$). The depression ($\alpha = .69$) and anxiety scales ($\alpha = .73$) were adequate. At follow-up, all four scales demonstrated strong internal consistency: depression scale ($\alpha = .86$), anxiety scale ($\alpha = .81$), stress scale ($\alpha = .84$), and its total scale ($\alpha = .93$).

2.3.4 Risky and Impulsive Behaviors

Measures of risky and impulsive behaviors were administered at baseline, during the laboratory session, and at the one-month follow-up.

2.3.4.1 The UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale (UPPS)

This 45-item measure was used to assess four domains of impulsivity, each of which has demonstrated strong internal consistency: urgency ($\alpha = .89$), (lack of) premeditation ($\alpha = .87$), (lack of) perseverance ($\alpha = .83$), and sensation seeking ($\alpha = .85$; UPPS; Whiteside & Lynam, 2001; Whiteside, et al., 2005). The UPPS has been shown to demonstrate strong construct validity. Participants are asked to endorse the degree to which they agree with several statements on a 4-point Likert scale, with ratings from agree strongly (1) to disagree strongly (4). At
baseline, the measure demonstrated comparably strong internal consistency in the current sample for the urgency ($\alpha = .88$), (lack of) premeditation ($\alpha = .90$), (lack of) perseverance ($\alpha = .89$), and sensation seeking ($\alpha = .91$) subscales. The same was true for data collected at one-month follow-up: urgency ($\alpha = .89$), (lack of) premeditation ($\alpha = .85$), (lack of) perseverance ($\alpha = .87$), and sensation seeking ($\alpha = .83$) subscales.

2.3.4.2 Risky Behaviors Questionnaire (RBQ)

Participants were asked to complete the Risky Behaviors Questionnaire (RBQ; Weiss et al., 2016) at baseline and one month later. The RBQ is comprised of three 29-item scales assessing the frequency of different risky behaviors, as well as their use in response to positive and negative emotion. All questions are rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from almost never (0-10%) (1) to almost always (91-100%) (5). The RBQ has demonstrated strong internal consistency on its negative ($\alpha = .91$) and positive ($\alpha = .92$) scales, with relatively low internal consistency on its frequency scale ($\alpha = .52$). Internal consistency was adequate on the frequency ($\alpha = .77$), negative ($\alpha = .80$), and positive scales ($\alpha = .79$) for the current sample. At follow-up, the frequency scale items were instead rated as either “yes” or “no.” The negative and positive scales were not administered at this time point. At follow-up, the frequency scale demonstrated strong internal consistency ($\alpha = .82$).

2.3.4.3 Measures of Self-Injurious and Suicidal Behaviors

Several measures were administered to assess the presence and characteristics of self-injurious and suicidal behaviors, for use in characterizing the sample. The Deliberate Self-Harm Inventory (DSHI; strong internal consistency $\alpha = .83$ and adequate validity, Gratz, 2001), gathers information on the presence, frequency, and timing of various self-injurious behaviors. The DSHI demonstrated strong internal consistency in the present sample at baseline ($\alpha = .81$), but
was relatively low at one month (α = .45). The Suicidal Behaviors Questionnaire revised was administered as a brief four-item history of suicidal thoughts and behaviors (SBQ-r; strong internal consistency α = .97 and acceptable discriminant validity, Osman et al., 2001). Internal consistency on the SBQ-r was lower in the current sample (α = .88), but still within acceptable limits. Furthermore, participants were asked to complete a measure of Acquired Capability for Suicide scale (ACSS; Van Orden, Witte, Gordon, Bender, & Joiner, 2008), rating the degree to which twenty different statements applied to them on a 5-point Likert scale, from not at all like me (0) to very much like me (4). The ACSS has demonstrated strong internal consistency (α = .81-.88), adequate convergent and divergent validity (Ribeiro et al., 2014). Internal consistency was relatively low for the ACSS in the current sample (α = .57).

2.3.4.4 Measures of Substance Use

Participants were also asked to self-report on their substance and alcohol consumption to further characterize the sample. The AUDIT (alcohol use disorders identification test; Babor, Higgins-Biddle, Saunders, & Monteiro, 2001) asked participants to respond to ten multiple-choice questions related to the frequency, consequences and timing of their alcohol use. The AUDIT has demonstrated moderate to high internal consistency (α = .59-.76; Ivis, Adlaf, & Rehm, 2000) and adequate validity (Babor, Higgins-Biddle, Saunders, & Monteiro, 2001). The measure exhibited high internal consistency in the current study (α = .82). The DUDIT (Drug Use Disorders Identification Test; Berman, Bergman, Palmstierna, & Schlyter, 2005) consists of 11 multiple-choice questions related to the frequency, consequences, and timing of substance use. The DUDIT has demonstrated high internal consistency (α = .80) and acceptable levels of sensitivity (90%) and specificity (78%; Berman, Bergman, Palmstierna, & Schlyter, 2005). The DUDIT also demonstrated high internal consistency in the current study. (α = .93).
2.3.5 Behavioral Measures of Impulsivity

Participants were asked to complete a number of behavioral tasks measuring impulsivity as part of both the baseline and the laboratory procedures.

2.3.5.1 Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task - Computer Version (PASAT-C)

Consistent with previous research, the current study utilized the PASAT-C (Bornovalova et al., 2008; Lejuez, Kahler, & Brown, 2003; Sauer & Baer, 2012) as a measure of urgency (determined by participants’ quit time on the final trial; Winward et al., 2014). This task sequentially presented participants with a series of numbers. Participants were told to add the two most recent numbers to appear on screen and to click on the appropriate answer on screen. If the participant successfully clicked the correct answer, they earned a point. If the participant failed to click the correct answer or selected an incorrect answer, an unpleasant sound played. The task consisted of three blocks of trials; participants were allowed a brief break between each block. The latency in number presentation was three seconds for the first block, two seconds on the second block, and one second during the final block. In the final block, participants were told they are allowed to exit the task by clicking an on-screen “quit” button. This task lasted approximately 7-13 minutes depending on when (or if) participants chose to terminate the task. Consistent with previous research, distress tolerance was measured via participant’s persistence on the final block of trials (Winward et al., 2014). Participant’s total score was displayed to them throughout the trials and was collected to control for skill when assessing participant’s level of distress tolerance. Given that the target construct, urgency, was closely related to distress, early termination on the final PASAT-C block was viewed as engaging in a regrettable action (sacrificing points) in response to negative emotion, consistent with the current view of urgency.
2.3.5.2 Delay Discounting Task (DDT)

Previous work has used a delay discounting paradigm to capture premeditation (Barker et al., 2012). This task involved a forced choice between receiving an immediate monetary reward of a variable amount and waiting to receive a large monetary reward after a varied delay. Multiple trials were administered to determine the indifference point, the point at which a participant viewed the immediate reward and the delayed reward as equivalent. Previous research suggests that a lower indifference point is associated with higher impulsivity (Barker et al., 2012). This is consistent with the definition of premeditation, as a lower indifference point would suggest a lack of future-oriented thinking in regards to the consequences (lost rewards) associated with their choice. Outcomes scores on the DDT were calculated by computing the area under the curve (AUC) for a line plotted through the indifference points calculated for each time delay in the task, consistent with past work (Martínez-Loredo et al., 2015). A lower AUC, the result of a steeper slope, indicated greater variability across indifference points, in turn indicating a greater lack of premeditation.

2.3.5.3 Anagram Persistence Task (APT)

The APT (Quinn, Brandon, & Copeland, 1996) has been used in smoking research to demonstrate that smokers, another population known for impulsivity (Mitchell, 1999), exhibit lower levels of perseverance than nonsmokers. In this task participants were asked to solve a list of 8 anagrams. Two of the anagrams (anagrams 1 & 6) were of low difficulty; the remaining six were difficult to solve (e.g., “LXYIK” solves to “KYLIX”). The relative length of the anagrams served to make the task difficult. Participants were given the option to skip the current anagram or quit the task at any time. Participants were given a maximum of 3 minutes on each anagram.
before being instructed to skip to the next one. Perseverance was conceptualized as the mean
time spent on all unsolved anagrams.

2.3.5.4 Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART)

The BART (Lejuez et al., 2002) presented the participant with a virtual balloon and
balloon pump. Each time the participant pumped the balloon, a small monetary reward was
added to a “temporary bank.” Each successive pump increased the likelihood the balloon would
burst. When the balloon burst, the money accumulated in the “temporary bank” was lost. At any
time, the participant could choose to move their earnings from the “temporary bank” to a
“permanent bank.” Doing so permanently secured the reward from that trial and also reset the
balloon, starting a new trial. Lejuez et al. (2002) recommended utilizing the average number of
pumps before a balloon burst as the outcome for this measure (i.e. mean adjusted pump count),
with a higher mean indicating greater impulsivity or risk taking-behavior. Higher scores on the
BART were consistent with sensation seeking in the UPPS model; a greater number of pumps
indicated a willingness to continue to engage in behaviors with the potential for a reward, despite
negative consequences.

2.4 Data Analytic Plan

All analyses were conducted in SPSS, and alpha (two-tailed) was set at .05. In terms of
preliminary analyses, we first characterized the present sample in terms of demographic
characteristics and diagnostic status. We then examined whether the distributions of primary
variables were approximately normal (e.g., skew -2.0 to 2.0, Curran, West, & Finch, 1996;
kurtosis -2.0 to 2.0, Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003). We considered transformations for
any variables that exhibited departures from this normal distribution. The means and correlations
among primary study variables were calculated to characterize the sample. In terms of covariates,
consistent with Miller & Chapman (2001), we examined associations between demographic characteristics (i.e., age, sex, minority racial/ethnic status) with the dependent variables (i.e., behavioral tasks PASAT-C, DDT, APT, BART, and risky behaviors on the RBQ). Variables with significant associations were included as covariates in relevant analyses.

In terms of primary analyses, to examine differences in behaviorally-assessed impulsivity domains (i.e., PASAT-C, DDT, APT, BART) based on probable BPD status, we examined BPD as an independent variable in a series of linear regressions. Second, to examine the associations between impulsivity domains and risky behaviors at one month, we entered the domains of impulsivity (mean-centered) simultaneously in a multiple regression predicting risky behaviors. Third, to examine the association between BPD features and one-month risky behaviors on the RBQ, we included BPD as an independent variable in a linear regression, examining the total effect of BPD on risky behaviors. Fourth, to examine whether urgency accounted for the association of BPD and risky behaviors at one-month, we entered urgency, premeditation, perseverance, and sensation seeking into the model as mediators. Consistent with guidelines from Preacher and Hayes (2008), mediation was examined by testing the significance of the indirect effect of the independent variable (BPD) on the dependent variable (risky behaviors) through the proposed mediator (urgency), calculated as the product of the effects of BPD on the mediator urgency \((a)\) and urgency on risky behaviors \((b)\). A bootstrapping approach was used to estimate the indirect effect \((a \times b)\), based on a mean derived from 1000 samples with replacement from a data set (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). Bias corrected 99% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated, with the indirect effect estimate interpreted as significant when the CI did not contain zero.
CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

3.1 Preliminary Analyses

3.1.1 Missing Data

In the present sample, we had several sources of missing data. For instance, although we obtained probable BPD status on the PAI-BOR at baseline, due to procedural issues, the item-level data were missing for a subset of participants \((n = 12)\). In these instances, PAI-BOR data collect at one-month was used. Findings from an independent samples \(t\)-test indicate no significant difference between PAI-BOR scores at the two time points \((t(31) = -0.55, p = .587, d = 0.20)\). Additionally, internal consistency was comparable both at baseline \((\alpha = .93)\) and follow-up \((\alpha = .94)\). Demographic data were missing for one participant. Furthermore, participants were not included in the current sample if they did not complete the one-month follow-up.

3.1.2 Descriptive Data

See Table 3 for descriptive statistics and interrelations of primary study variables. In terms of probable BPD status based on the PAI-BOR, 24.2% of the current sample exhibited high levels of BPD features \((M = 28.67, SD = 13.71, \text{range } = 9 – 59)\), and scores were normally distributed \((\text{skew } = 0.59, SE = 0.41; \text{kurtosis } = -0.35, SE = 0.80)\).

Two linear regression were conducted with risky behaviors regressed PAI-BOR scores, to provide descriptive data on risky behaviors at different levels of BPD features. PAI scores were centered at one standard deviation above and below the mean respectively. Both regressions yielded significant relationships between BPD features at baseline and risky behaviors at one month \((p = .027)\), such that PAI scores one standard deviation above the mean were associated
with 4.43 risky behaviors at one month. Likewise, PAI scores one standard deviation below the mean were associated with 1.89 risky behaviors at one month.

See Table 4 for further descriptive data beyond primary study variables.

3.1.3 Assumption Checking

As described in Table 3, all primary study variables exhibited acceptable skew and kurtosis, with one exception. The PASAT-C variable exhibited some kurtosis (skew = -0.30, SE = 0.41, kurtosis = -1.73, SE = 0.80). Histograms and Q-Q plots of BPD and behavioral measures of impulsivity (PASAT-C, DDT, APT, BART) revealed adequate linearity and homoscedasticity, with one exception. Of note, initial visual inspection of histograms and Q-Q plot indicated a non-normal distribution of the residuals in the association between the PASAT-C and BPD features. As a result, the PASAT-C variable was logarithmically (base 10) transformed prior to all analyses.

3.2 Primary Analyses

3.2.1 Association Between BPD and Behaviorally-Assessed Impulsivity

Across the series of four linear regressions, no significant associations between BPD and impulsivity domains (a path) were detected. In particular, there was no significant relationship between BPD features and urgency on the PASAT-C (β = -.01, F(1,31) = 0.30, b = -0.004, SE = 0.008, p = .591) Likewise, there was no significant relationship between BPD features and lack of premeditation on the DDT (β = .04, F(1,31)= 0.05, b = 0.04 , SE = 0.19, p = .821). In addition, there was no significant relationship between BPD features and lack of perseverance on the APT (β = -.06, F(1,31) = 0.11, b = -0.17 , SE = 0.49, p = .741). Similarly, there was no significant relationship between BPD features and sensation seeking on the BART (β = .08, F(1,31) = 0.19, b = 0.74, SE = 0.17, p = .665).
3.2.2 Association Between Impulsivity and Risky Behaviors

The multiple regression model with the four behavioral measures of impulsivity simultaneously entered as predictors of risky behaviors at one month (b path) was significant, accounting for 32.1% of the variability (\( \beta = .38, F(4,28) = 3.31, p = .024 \)). Of note, consistent with our expectations, only one measure of impulsivity was significant in this model: urgency (\( \beta = -.55, b = -3.08, SE = 0.92, p = .002 \); see Table 5).

3.2.3 Association Between BPD and Risky Behaviors

In a linear regression, the total effect model with BPD as a predictor of one-month risky behaviors (c path) was significant (\( \beta = .38, F(1,31) = 5.36, b = 0.09, SE = 0.04, p = .028 \)). In particular, BPD significantly predicted risky behaviors at one month, such that at a one unit change in BPD features was associated with a 0.09 unit change in risky behaviors (\( p = .028 \)).

3.2.4 Impulsivity as a Mediator of the BPD-Risky Behavior Association

The presence of a significant association of BPD and risky behaviors permitted an investigation of whether impulsivity domains mediated this association. Therefore, we entered urgency, premeditation, perseverance, and sensation seeking into the model. With BPD and behavioral impulsivity variables in the multiple regression model predicting risky behaviors, there remained a significant association of BPD and risky behaviors. Namely, in this direct effects model (c’ path), BPD was a significant predictor of frequency of risky behaviors (\( b = 0.08, SE = 0.04, p = .049 \)). In contrast, the impulsivity domains were not associated with risky behaviors, and the confidence intervals contained zero (a x b path; see Table 6). These data suggest that none of the four behavioral impulsivity constructs mediated the association of BPD and risky behaviors at one-month follow-up.
3.3 Secondary Analyses

While the current study was not a treatment study, secondary analyses were conducted, controlling for risky behaviors at baseline. When controlling for baseline risky behaviors, neither the direct effects model (c’ path; \( b = 0.02, \ SE = 0.03, \ p = .467 \)), nor the a x b path (PASAT-C, \( b = -0.003, \ SE = 0.009, \ 99\% \ CI = -0.04 \) – 0.02; DDT, \( b = -0.001, \ SE = 0.008, \ 99\% \ CI = -0.03 \) – 0.02; APT, \( b = -0.001, \ SE = 0.007, \ 99\% \ CI = -0.01 \) – 0.06; BART, \( b = 0.00, \ SE = 0.01, \ 99\% \ CI = -0.04 \) – 0.03) predicted risky behaviors at follow-up.

In light of null findings for the current study, a post-hoc power analysis was conducted. Multiple regression analyses were conducted to examine the role of the four domains of impulsivity in predicting risky behaviors traits. These analyses were conducted with 33 participants, with power \((1 - \beta = .97)\) adequate to detected a large effect \((f^2 = .47)\). For the multiple regression conducted to test the mediation, the same four predictors were entered into the equation and had the same power to detect a large effect.
CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION

The overarching aim of this study was to further elucidate the relationship between BPD and risky behaviors by identifying specific domains of impulsivity that may underlie this association. As such, this study aimed to extend existing research in several ways. First, this study sought to clarify the limited and mixed nature of extant BPD-impulsivity research by using behavioral measures of impulsivity. This study expanded upon previous findings by utilizing behavioral measures of several different domains of impulsivity (i.e., urgency, lack of premeditation, lack of perseverance, and sensation seeking). We hypothesized that BPD would be associated with elevated impulsivity across these domains. Finally, the current study investigated whether impulsivity prospectively predicted real world risky behaviors, and whether impulsivity might account for the hypothesized link between BPD and risky behaviors. The data provided only partial support for these hypotheses.

As expected, BPD was associated with risky behaviors. Consistent with other research (Chapman et al., 2005, Cowdry et al., 1985, Lavan & Johnson, 2002, McGlashan et al. 2000; Oumaya et al., 2008, Sansone & Sansone, 2011b; Zanarini et al., 2010; Zimmerman & Mattia, 1999b), individuals with higher levels of BPD features demonstrated a greater number of risky behaviors one month later. These behaviors included alcohol misuse, use of prescription medication, and illicit substance abuse, as well as unsafe sexual behavior, driving under the influence, physical altercations, and self-injury.

Although BPD demonstrated a link with risky behaviors, BPD was not associated with elevations on the behaviorally-assessed impulsivity domains. Such findings are inconsistent with previous research comparing individuals with BPD and healthy controls on self-report measures
of impulsivity (Cackowski et al., 2014; Coffey et al., 2011; Jacob et al., 2010; Lawrence et al., 2010; Mortensen, Rasmussen, & Haberg, 2010). Although previous findings are not in line with results from the present study, current evidence suggests that behavioral and self-report measures purporting to assess the same construct may not actually be doing so (Cyders & Coskunpinar, 2011). This suggests that comparison with previous behavioral findings is more appropriate; however, the current study’s findings are also inconsistent with previous research utilizing similar behavioral measures.

In order to make sense of these discrepant findings, it is worth discussion of how the behavioral assessment of impulsivity in the present study differs from other methods. For instance, the present study assessed urgency through the use of the PASAT-C task (Lejuez et al., 2003). Although the PASAT-C has been used in other studies, in many cases the task has been implemented with differing latencies across trials, number of total blocks, and time limits on the final block (Bornovalova et al., 2008, Gratz et al., 2006). Of most interest to the current study is the discrepancy in latency in the presentation of numbers. Specifically, the current study had three-, two-, and one-second latencies across the three blocks, respectively. One other study utilized these same latencies across four blocks, with the third and fourth blocks both displaying numbers at one-second intervals (Gratz et al., 2006). A different version of the PASAT-C started with a latency of five second on the first block, with the second block using the average response time from the first block (Bornovalova et al., 2008). The two remaining blocks used half of the average response time for the first block. It is possible that in both of these four-block versions of the task the additional block of low-latency trials could have lead participants in these the studies to experience a greater amount of distress or fatigue with the task, before starting the final block.
This increased level of distress could in turn leading to earlier quit times in those with functional impairment in their ability to inhibit behavior in response to distress.

Although the absence of an association between BPD and PASAT-C as seen in the present study diverged from some extant work, they are not without support in the literature. For instance, one such study utilized behavioral measures to investigate the relationship between BPD and urgency (Iverson et al., 2012). In particular, this study used the PASAT-C to assess urgency in a treatment-seeking college-aged sample with threshold or subthreshold BPD symptoms, and found no relationship between quit time on the PASAT-C and BPD symptoms. The sample was characteristically similar to both the current study and past studies that found group differences using the PASAT-C. However, researchers included individuals with subthreshold symptomatology (3 or more symptoms; SCID-II) in the clinical group, potentially lessening clinical severity to the point of reducing urgency within the clinical group. Thus, as in the present study, only small or non-detectable effects may be found with subthreshold BPD. These findings suggest that further exploration of the research questions in the current study, recruiting from populations with greater psychopathology may bring further clarity to the currently mixed literature.

Likewise, the nonclinical nature of the present sample may have influenced findings related to the delay discounting task. A version of the delay discounting task (DDT; Barker et al., 2012) was used in the current study as a behavioral measure of premeditation. Although previous research has found significant differences between clinical and non-clinical groups using this same task (Barker et al., 2014, Coffey et al., 2011; Lawrence et al., 2011), these studies largely recruited patients from treatment settings (outpatient, Barker et al., 2014; inpatient, Coffey et al., 2011; early intervention program, Lawrence et al., 2011), and often used a diagnostic tool to
assess BPD (Barker et al., 2014, Coffey et al., 2011), in contrast to the current study, which recruited participants from university and community settings. Thus, the absence of significant group differences may stem from the less severe nature of the present sample. Also of note, the absence of findings may be influenced by the relatively small incentives used in the current version of the DDT. Several studies used notably larger ranges of monetary values (i.e. $1 - 1000; Coffey et al., 2011; Lawrence et al., 2011) compared to the current study ($1 – 10). As a result, other studies have a greater potential for loss due to impulsive responding on the task. Therefore, these versions of the task may have captured greater variability in premeditation, allowing them to detect an association.

As previously discussed, behavioral data measuring perseverance is limited in the current literature. The use of the anagram persistence task may have altered findings of perseverance associated with BPD features, in part because this task is less distressing than many others that measure a similar construct. For instance, the limited research in this area has used tasks such as the Computerized Mirror-tracing Persistence Task (MTPT-C; Bornovalova et al., 2008), in which participants are asked to move a dot along the outline of a star. The participant does so using a mouse programmed to move the dot in the opposite direction the mouse is moved. Moving the dot off of the line or keeping it still for more than two second resulted in an error tone and the dot resetting to its original position. The MTPT-C was used to measure distress tolerance, a construct conceptually linked to perseverance (Whiteside et al., 2005), by looking at participant’s time to quit the task. Consistent with the current study’s operationalization of perseverance, the MTPT-C requires participants to engage in goal-directed action despite difficulty or boredom. However, similar to the PASAT-C, the error tone is in the MTPT-C is designed to evoke negative emotions. While the anagram persistence task used by the current
study also requires goal-direct activity despite a boring and difficult task, it is not designed to evoke negative emotion in the same manner. The task used in the current study may be targeting a different construct than the MTPT-C. Given the similarities between the PASAT-C and the MTPT-C, in terms of quit time as an outcome measure and use of an error tone to elicit distress, the MTPT-C may measure urgency in addition to perseverance. This is supported by findings on both the MTPT-C and the PASAT-C, which indicated significantly lower quit times in the BPD group compare to healthy controls (Bornovalova et al., 2008). Further research is needed to investigate whether the anagram persistence task is an appropriate measure of perseverance, and such future studies should utilize a wider range of self-report and behavioral measures to assess for convergent and divergent validity of this task with its target construct.

The choice of the BART (Lejuez et al., 2002) as a measure of sensation seeking may also influence the absence of an association between BPD and performance on this task. In the present study, sensation seeking was assessed as the number of pumps on balloons that did not explode. Despite the strong theoretical rationale for using this task, including its established associations with relevant constructs such as risk-taking (Lejuez et al., 2002; Fernie et al., 2010), it is has not historically been viewed as an index of sensation seeking. While the present study conceptualized sensation seeking as the pursuit of novel or thrilling activity despite clear risks (Whiteside & Lynam, 2001), research developing the BART identifies its target construct to be broader than sensation seeking (Lejuez et al., 2002). Both theory and empirical evidence from this work suggests that the BART measures risk-taking, a construct touching on venturesomeness, impulsivity, and behavioral inhibition, in addition to sensation seeking. As such, the use of the BART in the current task may unintentionally introduce variability unrelated to sensation seeking into the analyses. Studies looking to behaviorally measure sensation seeking
have utilized a number of different behavioral measures to assess the construct (including tasks that assess willingness to take on risk to seek reward, such as the Iowa Gambling Task, Haaland & Landrø, 2007; Game of Dice Task; Svaldi et al., 2012). Some studies using other behavioral measures of sensation seeking also did not yield significant associations with psychopathology (Cackowski et al., 2014). For instance, a residential psychiatric sample did not yield significant differences from healthy controls using the Iowa Gambling Task. Notably, this study used a very similar version of the this gambling task as a previous study that did obtain significant findings (Haaland & Landrø, 2007). Not only did these findings reveal a difference between BPD individuals and health controls, they also found significantly worse performance on the IGT by individuals with comorbid BPD and substance use disorder, compared to both health controls and BPD-only individuals. Given the established relationship with substance use in those with high levels of sensation seeking (Mahoney et al., 2015) the presence of comorbid diagnoses of these nature could impact measurement of sensation seeking in BPD-populations. Future research should consider how best to address the issues raised by the presence of commonly comorbid disorders with known associations to sensation seeking.

Providing partial support for our hypothesis, behaviorally-measured impulsivity did show some associations with later engagement in risky behaviors. In particular, as predicted, only urgency was strongly associated with risky behaviors in the present study. This is consistent with previous findings suggesting that urgency either uniquely predicts risky behaviors (NSSI, Hamza et al., 2015), or predicts risky behaviors beyond other domains of impulsivity (risky sexual behaviors, Deckman & DeWall, 2011; NSSI, Glenn & Klonksy, 2010). Even in studies where multiple domains of impulsivity are implicated in relation to risky behaviors, urgency maintains a strong association (alcohol-related problems, Magid & Colder, 2007). Furthermore, this unique
association between urgency and risky behaviors is consistent with theory that risky behaviors serve an emotion regulation function for individuals with different forms of psychopathology (Linehan, 1993; Tice, Bratslavsky, & Baumeister, 2001; Weiss et al., 2012).

Additionally, post-hoc power analyses suggest that while the current study achieved adequate power to detect a large effect, with the current sample size, there is insufficient power to detect moderate-to-small effects. Future studies looking to achieve power to detect these smaller effects should consider the relatively large amount of noise in behavioral data. As previously discussed, behavioral measures in the current study may be tapping more than one construct of impulsivity, and variance in outcome scores on these measures might be explained by a variety of additional constructs. This notion is further supported by the high level of variability seen in scores all four behavioral tasks (see Table 3). Given that the PASAT-C alone was associated with risky behaviors, it may simply be that this task yields larger effect sizes and more directly accounts for its target construct. As previously discussed, the BART may touch on a variety on constructs related to sensation-seeking. Further, many of these tasks, particularly the DDT, may be heavily influenced by participants' cognitive abilities, such as their working memory (Bickel, Yi, Landes, Hill & Baxter, 2011). Finally, the current version of the Anagram Persistence Task was developed for use in the current study, due to the lack of availability of the full set of stimuli for past versions. Future work on this version should look to identify relationships with potentially related constructs that may confound findings.

The mixed nature of existing literature, in combination with the relatively weak associations between behavioral impulsivity and both BPD and risky behavior in the present study, suggest that behavioral impulsivity alone may not fully explain why individuals with BPD engage in risky, and potentially self-damaging behaviors. As previously mentioned, BPD is a
heterogeneous disorder that is characterized by several domains of difficulties beyond impulsivity (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). For instance, emotion dysregulation is often posited to underlie many areas of difficulty in BPD (Linehan, 1993). Research shows that emotion dysregulation may give rise to a variety of the other recognized features of BPD, including inappropriate anger (Mancke, Herpertz, Kleindienst, & Bertsch, 2017; Scott, Stepp, & Pilkonis, 2014) difficulties with interpersonal functioning (Herr, Rosenthal, Gieger, & Erikson, 2012), self-injury (Houben et al., 2017), and identity disturbance (Neacsiu, Herr, Fang, & Rodriguez, & Rosenthal, 2015). Given these well documented associations, emotion dysregulation may have some bearing on future work looking to clarify the literature on BPD and impulsivity. For instance, more recent literature on urgency has suggested that emotion-related behavioral impulsivity may differ based on the valence of the emotion (Lynam, Smith, Whiteside, & Cyders, 2006). As such, future research may benefit from investigating urgency as two separate constructs – negative and positive urgency – to capture impulsive behavior in response to both strong negative and positive emotions.

Interpersonal difficulties are another characteristic of BPD that may affect risky behaviors (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). This symptom cluster is not only characterized by fears of abandonment by peers, but also frantic behavioral efforts to prevent it from occurring (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Given previous theory and research suggesting a regulatory function for risky behaviors (Linehan, 1993; Tice et al., 2001), individuals with BPD may engage in these behaviors to regulate emotions after a stressful social interaction, or to express emotional pain to another person (Klonsky, 2011). As such, it may be that urgency in response to interpersonal stressors may uniquely explain the relationship between BPD and risky behaviors.
Several limitations of the present study warrant mention. First, although the use of a one-month follow-up represents an improvement in identifying the predictive power of impulsivity, it remains a relatively brief time period. In addition, our sample exhibited relatively low rates of relevant risky behaviors, requiring us to aggregate across diverse risky behaviors. Although there is some support for combining these behaviors in the literature (Weiss et al., 2016), future studies will be needed to examine whether different aspects of impulsivity are unique predictors of specific forms of risky behaviors. Also, given the comprehensive nature of the present investigation, we conducted a large number of analyses, increasing the possibility of detecting significant effects that may not exist. Our sample size suggests that applying an overall Bonferonni-correction would have unacceptably reduced power to detect the expected effects. As a result, all of the effects detected need to be replicated to ensure they are not spurious. The relatively small sample size in the current study also resulted in limited power to detect findings with a more modest effect size. Finally, there is some research to suggest that impulsivity in individuals with BPD may depend on the emotional context of a situation (Chapman, Dixon-Gordon, Layden, & Walters, 2010). Further research should aim to expand on findings from the current study to examine the potential impact different emotional states may have on the influence of impulsivity on risky behaviors.

Despite these limitations, the current study contributes meaningfully to the literature on factors affecting risky behaviors among individuals with BPD. Findings underscore the relevance of the urgency domain as specific predictor of risky behavior. In conjunction with the empirically-supported link between emotion dysregulation and urgency, results from this study also provide useful information for future treatment development research. Specifically,
Interventions targeting urgency explicitly may help to reduce engagement in health-compromising, risky behaviors, in populations known for high levels of emotion dysregulation.
Table 1. Demographic and Diagnostic Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Low BPD ($n = 25$)</th>
<th>High BPD ($n = 8$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M (SD) or N (%)</td>
<td>M (SD) or N (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demographics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>21.67 (4.05)</td>
<td>21.50 (1.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>19 (76.00%)</td>
<td>8 (100.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>6 (24.00%)</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersex</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/ethnicity</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>13 (52.00%)</td>
<td>3 (37.50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1 (4.00%)</td>
<td>1 (12.50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Southeast Asian</td>
<td>8 (32.00%)</td>
<td>1 (12.50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinx</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than one</td>
<td>2 (8.00%)</td>
<td>2 (25.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another category</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
<td>1 (12.50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>1 (4.00%)</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>16 (64.00%)</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College degree</td>
<td>2 (8.00%)</td>
<td>6 (75.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some graduate school</td>
<td>4 (16.00%)</td>
<td>1 (12.50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate degree</td>
<td>1 (4.00%)</td>
<td>1 (12.50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diagnoses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Depressive Disorder</td>
<td>3 (12.00%)</td>
<td>3 (37.50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panic Disorder</td>
<td>4 (16.00%)</td>
<td>3 (37.50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agoraphobia</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Phobia</td>
<td>1 (4.00%)</td>
<td>2 (25.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized Anxiety</td>
<td>2 (8.00%)</td>
<td>3 (37.50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSD</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
<td>1 (12.50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPD</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
<td>1 (12.50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPD criteria (#)</td>
<td>0.32 (0.69)</td>
<td>1.50 (2.83)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Measures Administered at Study Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Prescreen</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Laboratory</th>
<th>One month follow-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study specific</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Orientation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Outness” items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic data</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAI-BOR(^a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DASS-21</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINI 7.02</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCID-II, BPD portion</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-report Impulsivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPPS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Impulsivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASAT-C</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay Discounting task</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anagram Persistence task</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BART</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risky Behaviors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSHI</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QNSSI</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACSS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBQ-r</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDIT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUDIT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBQ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWRAP</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)The PAI-BOR is only administered at baseline if the participant has not completed the prescreen questionnaire or phone screen.
Table 3. Interrelations of Primary Study Variables in Full Sample (N = 33)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>3.</th>
<th>4.</th>
<th>5.</th>
<th>6.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. PAI-BOR</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. PASAT-C(^a)</td>
<td>-.10</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. DDT</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. APT</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. BART</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>-.10</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. T1 RBQ</td>
<td>.38*</td>
<td>.46**</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(M (SD)\)  
28.67 (13.71) 333.58 (232.74) 26.79 (14.31) 68.41 (37.72) 31.16 (12.92) 3.15 (3.32)

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>9.00-59.00</td>
<td>7.00–540.00</td>
<td>0.67–49.13</td>
<td>0.00–154.63</td>
<td>3.73–59.09</td>
<td>0.00–11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skew (SE)</td>
<td>0.59 (0.41)</td>
<td>-1.01 (0.41)</td>
<td>-0.11 (0.41)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.41)</td>
<td>0.25 (0.41)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis (SE)</td>
<td>-0.35 (0.80)</td>
<td>-0.40 (0.80)</td>
<td>-1.02 (0.80)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.80)</td>
<td>-0.30 (0.80)</td>
<td>-0.70 (0.80)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. * \(p<.05; \) ** \(p<.01; \) PASAT-C = Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task – Computer Version, DDT = Delay Discounting Task, APT = Anagram Persistence Task, BART = Balloon Analogue Risk Task, RBQ = Risky Behavior Questionnaire at 1-month follow-up

\(^a\)The PASAT-C was log(10) transformed for all analyses but mean, SD, and range are presented for the raw variable.
### Table 4. Descriptive Statistics for Self-Report Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline M (SD)</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Follow-up M (SD)</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACSS</td>
<td>1.52 (0.51)</td>
<td>0.00 – 2.20</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDIT</td>
<td>0.44 (0.43)</td>
<td>0.00 – 1.60</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DASS-21</td>
<td>12.29 (9.11)</td>
<td>2.00 – 43.00</td>
<td>15.91 (11.45)</td>
<td>0.00 – 44.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>3.65 (2.74)</td>
<td>0.00 – 11.00</td>
<td>5.39 (4.66)</td>
<td>0.00 – 18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>3.16 (3.30)</td>
<td>0.00 – 14.00</td>
<td>4.15 (3.92)</td>
<td>0.00 – 14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>5.48 (4.46)</td>
<td>0.00 – 21.00</td>
<td>6.36 (5.53)</td>
<td>0.00 – 21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSHI (n = 8)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types</td>
<td>0.82 (1.81)</td>
<td>0.00 – 7.00</td>
<td>0.15 (0.51)</td>
<td>0.00 – 2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency(^a)</td>
<td>169.63 (350.63)</td>
<td>0.00 – 1000.00</td>
<td>6.00 (6.93)</td>
<td>2.00 – 14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical attention(^a) (1=yes)</td>
<td>1.13 (1.13)</td>
<td>0.00 – 3.00</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.00 – 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUDIT</td>
<td>3.29 (5.84)</td>
<td>0.00 – 24.00</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBQ</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>35.19 (5.27)</td>
<td>29.00 – 51.00</td>
<td>3.15 (3.32)</td>
<td>0.00 – 11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>32.39 (4.32)</td>
<td>29.00 – 43.00</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>34.52 (5.71)</td>
<td>29.00 – 51.00</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBQ-r</td>
<td>2.29 (3.58)</td>
<td>0.00 – 12.00</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past attempts</td>
<td>0.87 (1.31)</td>
<td>0.00 – 5.00</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>0.48 (0.93)</td>
<td>0.00 – 4.00</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat</td>
<td>0.45 (1.03)</td>
<td>0.00 – 4.00</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood</td>
<td>0.48 (0.85)</td>
<td>0.00 – 2.00</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPPS</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urgency</td>
<td>2.38 (0.66)</td>
<td>1.25 – 3.67</td>
<td>2.34 (0.63)</td>
<td>1.00 – 3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lack of) Premeditation</td>
<td>1.98 (0.54)</td>
<td>1.09 – 3.18</td>
<td>1.97 (0.45)</td>
<td>1.09 – 3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lack of) Perseverance</td>
<td>2.13 (0.64)</td>
<td>1.30 – 3.50</td>
<td>2.20 (0.59)</td>
<td>1.40 – 3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensation seeking</td>
<td>2.88 (0.64)</td>
<td>1.42 – 4.00</td>
<td>2.85 (0.56)</td>
<td>1.67 – 3.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)These subscales are computed from the subsample of participants who reported engaging in NSSI (baseline, \(n = 8\); follow-up, \(n = 3\)). All other analyses used the full sample (\(N = 33\)).
Table 5. Multiple Regression Analyses for Behavioral Impulsivity Variables Predicting Risky Behaviors at One Month

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PASAT-C$^a$</td>
<td>-3.08</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>-0.55**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDT</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APT</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BART</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R^2$ 0.32

$F (df1, df2)$ 3.31 (4, 28)*

Note. * $p<.05$; ** $p<.01$; PASAT-C = Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task – Computer Version, DDT = Delay Discounting Task, APT = Anagram Persistence Task, BART = Balloon Analogue Risk Task

$^a$ The PASAT-C was log(10) transformed for all analyses.
Table 6. Mediation Effects of Behavioral Impulsivity on the Relationship between BPD and Risky Behaviors at One Month

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>99% Bias-Correct CI</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect (PASAT-C)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect (DDT)</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect (APT)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect (BART)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. * p<.05; ** p<.01; PASAT-C = Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task – Computer Version, DDT = Delay Discounting Task, APT = Anagram Persistence Task, BART = Balloon Analogue Risk Task

aThe PASAT-C was log(10) transformed for all analyses.
Figure 1. Path diagrams for a) the direct effect of BPD symptoms on risky behaviors and b) the indirect effect of BPD symptoms on risky behaviors through negative urgency.
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